
design manifesto
The suburbs have a morbid issue, they cannot sustain inhabitants as they are for much longer. The sprawl is sending cities into chaos and dependence on others providing is the wrong direction. Higher density, resilience and increased 
independence is required for cities to continue to grow and create new opportunities for current inhabitants. 

Primarily the garage is extended to the street frontage and it is converted into another dwelling. A section at the rear of the site is also extended as another dwelling, internally in 
the existing house the arrangement is shuffled to further accommodate more inhabitants. The house is free to grow requiring a first and second level at the rear but also moving the 
open space, traditionally at the rear of the site, to the side where it opens up its use for several dwellings and ultimately connects parallel streets in the form of an access way. The 
extensions of these dwellings also provides areas on the roofs for water collection and space to grow produce and the close connection to the streets generates local neighbourhood 
shops and swap sheds. Sydney's nature strips would be used as street orchids. This adaptable density would provide more diversity as not all precincts would require such 
integrationnature strip = 15million m² of 

agricultural planting space in Sydney. 
Fruit trees/orchids to be planted.
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Sydney’s population is expected to grow by 

1.7million to almost 6million people by 

2036.

1 share car is equal to 7 less 
cars on the road.

Sydney’s  nature strips add up to 

approximately 15million m² 

on the site this area = 1722m².

Sydney needs to build 770,000 

new homes by 2036, double the 
current output.

5m² of residential floor space = 

1500m² of agricultural land, not 
including livestock.

16.5 dwellings p/ha 90 dwellings p/ha 
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generic
floor plans for customised adaptation 
to individual blocks.

mirror and rotate are 
utilised for floor plans to adapt to 
specific contexts

1 bedroom 4 bedroom3 bedroom2 bedroom

optional shop/office

= walls that don’t need openings
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lounge to always 
connect to shared 
courtyard.

built to front 
boundary and nature 
trip is utilised for 
deep planting.

existing dwelling. site of interest shares 
a side boundary.

new added dwellings.

vehicular roads are 
reduced from 9800 to 
7800, providing 
pedestrian paths to 
each side and 
staggered on street 
parking for car share.

ground floor plan 1:200 first floor plan 1:200

site plan 1:500

generic floor plans 1:200
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add from the garage to the front 
boundary.

add from the existing context to the 
rear boundary.

new fit out of existing context.

first storey addition to rear frontage.

first storey addition to street 
frontage.

add from the garage to the front 
boundary.

genealogy
illustrating a single and double storey 
context.

2 storey existing = no 2 storey addition.....................1 storey existing = 2 or more storey addition......................1off ground connection for each allotment.

7

- primary vertical circulation. ie. stairs 
to upper levels, would utilise the sides 
of the context and be integrated with 
the ‘web’.

‘reactive web’

the final addition where it provides a 
number of amenities to the context:
- secondary circulation directly from 
ground to the roof top and to other 
allotments through ground planes and 
ramping.
- water distribution from the top of the 
roof to the ground plane. ie. the 
productive plants at the highest point 
would require the least amount of 
water and those on the ground would 
require the most, which would be 
distributed through the ‘web’.
- divided and sloped productive 
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clusters of new dwellings form around 
those existing. this provides both shared 
open space between neighbours and 
public which is experienced by the 
neighbourhood. dwellings range from 1 
bedroom to 4 bedrooms and may also 
provide a street front shop space.
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